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Introduction
1. On Monday 8th November 2021, the Council of the Isles of Scilly launched a public
consultation on the draft Climate Change Action Plan. This report documents the
consultation responses during the period 8th November 2021- 6th December 2021.
2. The draft Climate Change Action Plan was prepared following the declaration of the Climate
Emergency in 2019 and the subsequent request by Members to prepare an Action Plan to
respond the declaration. There was a slight delay in the preparation and publication of the
draft Action Plan due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
3. The Action Plan sets out the challenges which lie ahead for the Isles of Scilly and the
potential environmental, economic and social impacts of the changing climate.
4. The plan recognises the steady progress the Council has made over the last ten years and
sets out an ambitious target to achieve net zero carbon by 2030 through the delivery of ten
climate change objectives set out within the document.
5. The Action Plan was taken to Full Council for initial review and to seek permission to consult
with the community on the draft plan in October 2021, which was subsequently agreed, with
the plan published for consultation on Monday 8th November 2021.
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Communication & Engagement
6. The publication and consultation of the draft Climate Change Action Plan was launched to
coincide with official regional COP26 Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, Let’s Talk Climate Action
event on Monday 8th November 2021.
7. This virtual event was well publicised across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and included
several short films about climate action across the islands and features a 45-minute slot on
the agenda for the consultation launch of the Climate Change Action Plan.
8. The event was recorded and can be accessed online on the Council’s website 1
9. The event was streamed live through Cornwall Council’s website and hosted jointly by
Councillor Steve Watt and Councillor Martyn Alvey (Cornwall Council Lead member for the
Environment)

10. The Climate Change Action Plan consultation was publicised on the Council’s website and
through social media, at public buildings and through local networks.

11. The consultation was available online through the Council’s website, hosted by Microsoft
Forms.

1

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Climate Change Summit COP26 | Council of the ISLES OF SCILLY
https://www.scilly.gov.uk/environment-transport/climate-emergency/cornwall-and-isles-scilly-climatechange-summit-cop26
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12. The consultation included face-to-face sessions across each of the inhabited islands with
Covid secure practices in place reflective of the current Covid-19 pandemic. The consultation
team travelled between islands using sustainable transport options where possible.
13. The Consultation Team consisted of representatives across several organisations, keen to
meet local residents and seek their views on climate change action and adaptation across
the islands.
Name
Steve Watt
Tanya Saker
Emma Kingwell
Stephen Swabey
James Watt
Julian Branscombe
Darren Hart
Rhianna Pearce
George Arnison

Post
Councillor
Head of Environment
Environment Assistant
Climate Adaptation Project Director
Climate Adaptation Project Officer
Chief Executive
Ranger
Ranger
Coastal Engineer

Organisation
Climate Change & Environment
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Environment Agency

14. The consultation drop-in sessions took place as follows.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

St Martins Community Hall, Monday 22nd November 2021, 10am-1pm
St Mary’s Wesleyan Chapel, Tuesday 23rd November 2021, 10-12, 2-4pm and 6-8pm
Bryher Community Hall, Wednesday 24th November 2021, 9am-12pm
Tresco, Flying Boat Club: Wednesday 24th November 2021, 1:30-4:30pm
St Agnes, Community Hall: Tuesday 29th November 2021, 10am-1pm

15. Images from the consultation drop-in sessions across all the islands
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16. The Five Islands Academy also took part in the consultation attending the Climate Change
Action Plan launch event on the 8th of November 2021 and then taking part in the Climate
Change Youth Consultation. The Consultation Team (Councillor Steve Watt and Tanya Saker)
also attended the school for an afternoon talking to Year 3 and 4 about climate change and
what it means to them. Year 5 and 6 took part in the Youth Consultation, with 26 responses
received from the children.
17. We are grateful to all the participants across the community who took the time to feed into
the consultation.

Headline Indicators
18. The headline statistics arising from the consultation are set out below.
Website hits
CIoS Climate Change Action Plan web page

Interactions

Let’s Talk Climate Virtual COP26 Event
Event Registration
Views across all 9 sessions
IoS Climate Change Action Plan Launch Registration
Views
TOTAL Interactions

Viewers

Online consultation
Microsoft Forms

No. of Responses

Consultation Interactions
St Martins
St Marys
Bryher
Tresco
St Agnes
TOTAL interactions

No. of Participants

Five Islands Academy Consultation
Year 5 & 6 Youth Consultation
Year 3 & 4 Engagement Day
Total School Engagement

No. of Responses

TOTAL INTERACTIONS

1026

533
1490
77
45
2,145

90

15
43
18
11
19
106

26
17
69 (TBC)
3436
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19. The Consultation posed a number of initial questions to understand the responders’
circumstances. These are set out below.
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Ten Climate Change Objectives
20. The consultation set out the ten key objectives listed below and sought feedback on each
objective individually, stating whether they agreed with the objective of not, and seeking
further responses and opportunities to feed back to the Council on each objective theme.
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Summary of key changes to Climate Change Action Plan
Objective 1: We will ensure our 2030 net zero carbon ambition is at the heart of everything we do
CCAP 1

Rewording of CCAP 1.5: We will report annually on our own direct carbon emissions (scope 1 and scope 2) and work with our
partners and stakeholders to assist and support them with the reduction in their carbon emissions (scope 3) in line with the Local
Government Association’s carbon reporting methodology

CCAP 1

Rewording of CCAP 1.6: We will report annually on our wider climate indicators including energy, water, fuel, waste and recycling,
nature recovery and wider Environmental Growth Strategy indicators

Objective 2: We will move away from fossil fuels, ensuring our buildings are powered by renewable energy and are energy efficient
CCAP 2

Rewording of objective 2: We will stop using fossil fuels, ensuring our buildings are zero carbon and energy efficient, where
possible.

Objective 3: We will ensure all new development across our islands is low carbon, embracing sustainable design and development, protecting
our natural resources and conserving our unique habitats
CCAP 3

No change to CCAP 3

Objective 4: We will ensure our transport infrastructure supports clean, safe methods of travel, promoting active travel where possible

CCAP 4

No change to CCAP 4

Objective 5: We will work with our colleagues and partners to protect and enhance our natural environment, safeguarding our marine life and
coastal landscapes to support nature recovery
CCAP 5

New action CCAP 5.7: We will seek alternatives to the use of pesticides across the Council Estate

Objective 6: We will reduce our waste and maximise our recycling and reuse through our Waste Reduction Strategy
9

CCAP 6

Waste and recycling was the objective which received the most comments. All feedback and suggestions raised will be considered as
part of the Waste Reduction Strategy Review and in line with the Government’s Statutory Guidance on Waste & Recycling. Any
changes required to the CCAP will be made following the Waste Reduction Strategy review process.

Objective 7: We will adapt to our changing climate, protecting our homes and critical infrastructure from future flood risk and the wider
impacts of climate change.
CCAP 7
Rewording of Objective 7 to: We will adapt to our changing climate, protecting our homes, our livelihoods and our critical
infrastructure from future flood risk and the wider impacts of climate change
Objective 8: We will support our partners, stakeholders and local community on their journeys to carbon reduction
CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We will work with the Isles of Scilly Steamship Group and other local transport providers to support the
delivery of low carbon sustainable travel for the islands

CCAP 8

New action CCAP 8.10: We will seek additional support and funding for private homeowners to make energy efficiency and carbon
reduction improvements for their properties

Objective 9 :We will engage, share and communicate our progress with the local community
CCAP 9

New action CCAP 9.1: We will establish an island wide collaborative working group with all major stakeholders on Climate Change to
promote joint working on carbon reduction

Objective 10: We will work with our regional and national policy makers to support our carbon ambitions
CCAP 10

No change to CCAP 10
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Objective 1 – How we will work better together
21. We will ensure our 2030 zero carbon ambition is at the heart of everything we do
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22. Other responses documented below
Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action Plan

Please use meaningfully information to
advocate and inspire
All scope 3 emissions should be included

Included in CCAP 1

No change

Currently only Scope 1
and Scope 2 emissions
are included within the
carbon reporting and
the 2030 net zero
carbon target

Rewording of CCAP 1.5: We
will report annually on our
own direct carbon
emissions (scope 1 and
scope 2) and work with our
partners and stakeholders
to assist and support them
with the reduction in their
carbon emissions (scope 3)
in line with the Local
Government Association’s
carbon reporting
methodology

Nature recovery targets as per AONB
Management Plan

The Local Nature
Recovery Strategy will
bring forward
overarching Nature
Recovery targets which
could be useful once the
LNRS has been adopted.
The IoS Specific
Environmental Growth
Strategy Targets could
also be used as a local
indicator once agreed
by the CIoS Local Nature
Partnership.
Included in CCAP 1

Rewording of CCAP 1.6:
We will report annually on
our wider climate
indicators including energy,
water, fuel, waste and
recycling, nature recovery
and wider Environmental
Growth Strategy indicators

Would like to see tCO2 equivalents reported
annually in same, simple categories that
government do.

Included in CCAP 1 –
needs further clarity on
key decision definition

No change

Working with transport partners to capture
emissions for travel between islands and
mainland, and inter-island boats.

Currently only Scope 1
and Scope 2 emissions
are included within the
carbon reporting and
the 2030 net zero
carbon target – see
suggestion to include
scope 3 above
Any offsetting put in
place will be for local

No change

Need to establish what is meant by a key
decision for IOS Council

Offsetting

No change

No change
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There's a lot of devil in the detail with
carbon offsetting. Firstly, businesses who
offset should have a clear carbon action plan
and target, and show they are already
making significant reductions. Secondly, any
offsets sold (whether locally or further
afield) should follow clear methodologies
and standards. Issues like permanence (how
long the carbon stays in the soil, trees, peat,
etc) and additionality (that it's not being
double counted) are really important. A lack
of integrity with any of these could
undermine the concept. But done well it
could be very beneficial for the Islands.
An investigation into all current buildings to
see if there are any empty homes/building
that can be re-purposed or used by the local
community
A higher local Council Tax for second/third
homes to either put money into the local
community to support 2030 zero carbon, or
to free up second homes for the huge
housing problem for current young people
and families
Clear, measurable targets to show progress
to 2030
I am looking at the council’s climate change
action plan and there are a lot of great
things happening here on Scilly to create
change for the future, which has to be
applauded.
Having seen the latest report from COP26
regarding the predicted temperature rise,
which was calculated yesterday to be 2.4
degrees , not the hoped for 1.5 degrees I am
determined to do what I can to manage my
own carbon footprint.
As one person I cannot do very much,
recently I switch my bank account; it was
relatively simple to do. I haven’t got a lot of
money to invest so it is unlikely that one
small action will have much of an effect.
However, can you tell me if the council of
the Isles of Scilly have considered where
they invest their (our) money?

benefit following a strict
methodology

This work is currently
being undertaken

No change

No change

Included within CCAP 1

No change

Referred to FOI for a
response

No change
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Objective 2 - How we will heat and power things
23. We will move away from fossil fuels, ensuring our buildings are powered by renewable
energy and are energy efficient

Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Solar panel expansion, with
discounted cost to install & purchase

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included in CCAP 2 - Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Wave power?
All buildings fitted with solar panels,
possible grant help for private houses

Putting the strongest possible
pressure on the Duchy to

No change
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
14

promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

Included within CCAP 2 Decarbonisation Plan

No change

Included within CCAP 10 –
legislative change required lobby
to Government on reform

No change

Included within CCAP 10 –
legislative change required lobby
Government on reform
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included within CCAP 2Decarbonisation Plan
Included in CCAP 4

No change

I think rather than 'move away from
fossil fuels' I would like to see clearer
more measurable targets. How about
'we will stop using fossil fuels' by
20xx?

For consideration

Rewording of
objective 2: We will
stop using fossil fuels,
ensuring our buildings
are zero carbon and
energy efficient,
where possible.

Active encouragement of non-solar
energy sources, e.g., small scale wind
Insulation in homes & other buildings

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the

No change

All new builds and existing council
building fitted with renewable energy
capture.
Mandatory building regs meaning
every new building is powered by
renewable energy e.g., solar panels.
And better access to renewables such
as personal small wind turbines
Make it easier to get planning
permission for energy efficiency
Investigation into grants to help
residents install double glazing and /
or fast-tracking planning applications
to replace wooden windows in listed
buildings

Mass insulation of all buildings,
including housing stock.
All Council vehicles to be electric

The Council should lead by example
but helping other businesses and
homeowners on the islands to make
these transitions would be
exponentially more effective.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
No change
No change

No change
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
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Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.

improvements for
their properties

Reduction in council tax for
homeowners that do not have the
luxury of publicly funded reduced
energy bills

Further investigation

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Manage water use to minimise energy
cost
Energy efficient upgrades to be
implemented, and resources made
available to all residents at wholesale
costs

Included within CCAP

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Included in CCAP 9 Communication
& Engagement Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP 2
Decarbonisation Plan

No change

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction

Get the Duchy to get real over the
visual impact of solar panels.

Encourage & enable other building
owners to do the same (lead by
example)
Make sure heating is efficient in
houses, and Windows and doors
fitting well
Enabling harnessing of solar and wind
power both for private and public
consumption
Support for other local businesses to
do the same.

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction
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Exploration of other forms of energy,
e.g., wind, tidal.
Pressure on the Duchy to start putting
in green energy solutions in their
properties (we rent)

Energy self-sufficiency/generation on
buildings/estate
Have a look into how the French are
using nuclear power as it is cleaner
than renewable energies etc
Financial and practical support for
residents to improve the energy
efficiency of their home. For example,
we are interested in installing
batteries to store unused electricity
from our PV panels. This is something
that Smart Islands was looking at, but
it seems to have fallen by the wayside
now.
Council helping/advising residents on
how to improve the energy efficiency
of their homes that are not council
property

We need an electric free bus.

Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

improvements for
their properties

Included within CCAP 2
Decarbonisation Plan
Included within CCAP 2
Decarbonisation Plan

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

No change
New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

No change

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
Rewording of CCAP
8.1: We will work with
the Isles of Scilly
Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support
the delivery of low
carbon sustainable
travel for the islands
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Financial and practical support for all
householders to be able to do the
same

Continue to allow the use of wood
burning home heaters provided the
fuel used is from a sustainable source.
Common Sense involved rather than
just getting a grant for the sake of it &
spending it whether it's makes sense
or not.
I'm not sure whether the money used
to provide solar panels on low-cost
housing on Scilly was purely for use on
council houses? As the allocation of
low-cost housing is made by the
council, be it Housing association or
others it is potluck who benefits from
solar electric. Is there a solution to
how "non council" low-cost houses
can also have solar panels fitted?
Funding schemes for green energy solar etc

Tidal power through Tean Sound?
Not able to install solar panels on
Duchy housing, ground source heat
pumps

The Duchy needs to do more
Solar panels on Duchy housing needed

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
Further investigation

Included within CCAP 1 – Decision
making with climate in mind

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
No change
New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction
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Need to generate power here
Would be really great to have better
insulation in new and existing homes
Maybe visit businesses and
recommend changes they could make

group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Legislative requirement

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Distinct heating etc. Sharing of a
drilling machine if one is brought over,
to share expense

No change

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Tidal power please - reliable and
predictable
What is the future for kerosene (white
oil) as lots of properties use Agas/ray
burns/boilers - talk of bio kero but not
sure of where - a lot of rural areas rely
on white oil?

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

Very happy with solar panels, but
where there is so much unused roof
space, please don't do the mainland
idea of fields of panels

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

No change
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
No change
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Wind power, wave technology, solar
energy - keep going in the right
direction
We would like to offer the chance to
use Mundesley Boarding House as an
example/show home, and work
towards being 'off grid' or carbon
neutral

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

There is no mention of how owneroccupiers will do this. The cost could
be prohibitive. Heat pumps are
expensive and in some homes,
particularly if not well insulated, may
not provide the level of heating
necessary for comfortable living.

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

We may not qualify for a grant, but we
are retired and on a limited income
and need to know that what we install
is the best and most efficient we can
buy at an affordable price.

Could the Council employ a suitably
qualified inspector to visit homes and
evaluate the situation regarding the
existing insulation and heat loss and
give advice on the best course of
action to insulate the home to the
highest standard possible?

The Council has a clear sphere of
influence around the generation of
renewable energy locally. Smart
Islands' demise has left a hole that
hasn't really been plugged (and
arguable didn't plug in the first place).
Leadership in this area, on large scale
renewables, is really important.

No change

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
No change
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Western Power could do with a push
Their infrastructure is creaking at the
seams in many places, but investment
in the network seems really limited.
The system is not set up to accept in
much renewable generation and it's
really holding back potential
investments in renewables here I
believe.

Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Western Power Distribution

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

We would very much like to invest in
solar heating as we have a south
facing roof, that panels could be
attached to (I presume we would need
planning permission, although these
would not be seen).
I would be very grateful if you could
advise us, on whether there are grants
available for this and whether we
would be eligible? I would presume
the house would have to be
inspected?

Included within CCAP 3 – Planning

No change

Duchy houses not allowing solar PV on
tenants

Any plans to compost human waste?
Flushing (treated) sewage into the sea
is the epitome of unsustainability - a
long term goal?
Is there anywhere residents can get
advice on heat source air pumps for
non-council houses

Included within CCAP 8 –
supporting the local community

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

Included in CCAP 8 – Sustainable
sewage treatment

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction
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More roof based solar panels

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

No change

Not able to install solar panels on
Duchy housing, ground source heat
pumps

Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

Solar panels on Duchy housing needed

Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

Need to generate power here

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
CCAP 8 - The provision of funding
and support for private
homeowners to undertake energy
efficiency and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council. This
requires external funding and
Government grants. Whilst the
Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study
Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

No change

The Duchy needs to do more

Maybe visit businesses and
recommend changes they could make
- sometimes I am keen to improve
things but am unsure how to go about
this

Tidal power please - reliable and
predictable
Very happy with solar panels, but
where there is so much unused roof
space, please don't do the mainland
idea of fields of panels

New action CCAP 9.1:
We will establish an
island wide
collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working
on carbon reduction

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek
additional support and
funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for
their properties
No change
No change
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Wind power, wave technology, solar
energy - keep going in the right
direction
The Council has a clear sphere of
influence around the generation of
renewable energy locally. Smart
Islands' demise has left a hole that
hasn't really been plugged (and
arguable didn't plug in the first place).
Leadership in this area, on large scale
renewables, is really important.
Western Power could do with a push
too. Their infrastructure is creaking at
the seams in many places, but
investment in the network seems
really limited. The system is not set up
to accept in much renewable
generation and it's really holding back
potential investments in renewables
here I believe.

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

No change

Included in CCAP 2 Renewable
Energy Capacity Study

No change
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Objective 3 – How we will build things
24. We will ensure all new development across our islands is low carbon, embracing
sustainable design and development, protecting our natural resources and conserving our
unique habitats.

Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Appreciate new builds will have waste
management!
Always should be sensitive planning
and infill/conversions. New plans at
Old Town are a step forward, but not
enough for young local families for
their 'forever' home
Don't build on green field sites if
others are available
Make carbon reduction/saving a
planning essential. e.g., solar panels,
water harvesting etc.
Save the electricity we produce by
good management, insulation, lime
washes etc.
Look into ground source heat pumps

Included within CCAP 3 – Local
Plan
Included within CCAP 3 – Local
Plan

No change

Included within CCAP 3 – Local
Plan
Included within CCAP 3 – Local
Plan

No change

Included within CCAP 3 – Local
Plan

No change

Included within CCAP 2
Decarbonisation Plan
Included within CCAP7 –
Climate Adaptation Plan

No change

Flood defence included within
CCAP7 – Climate Adaptation
Plan
CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for private

No change

Can we support development and
building of Tiny Homes and kit homes?
Possibly on flat bed trailers - move
when floods
Start reclaiming land with sea
defences
No mention of home insulation and
help/advice for homeowners.

Ni change

No change

No change

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
24

It is widely accepted that home
insulation is a vital first step and
should be carried out where necessary
before any decisions are made about
changing from a fossil fuel heating
system (on Scilly, oil boilers or wood
burners) to electric - presumably from
a renewable energy supplier. Even
better and probably cheaper, transfer
to a clean boiler fuel solution if that
were available -green methanol? "

Local Plan (over restrictive - housing
crisis)
Definitely need clear zero carbon
targets for any new development, but
(a) it needs to cover all developments,
and (b) enforcement is going to be
important.
Will the Duchy allow immediate
development of renewables and
retrofitting of houses on the Isles of
Scilly to meet this goal?

homeowners to undertake
energy efficiency and
renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council.
This requires external funding
and Government grants. Whilst
the Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for private
homeowners to undertake
energy efficiency and
renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council.
This requires external funding
and Government grants. Whilst
the Council can signpost, it isn’t
currently able to provide this.
Duplicate CCAP 2

support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Requires further investigation

Further investigation

Requires further investigation

Further investigation

Duplicate - Include new action
in CCAP 8 to establish island
wide working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working including Duchy of
Cornwall

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties
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Objective 4 – How we will move around
25. We will ensure our transport infrastructure supports clean, safe methods of travel,
promoting active travel where possible

26

26. Other responses included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running a business on an off island means frequent quay trips to pick up items send over on
the Lyonnesse as there is no community delivery programme for these items
Drive to Quay to Pick up Freight
Driving to get to meetings
To deliver meal on wheels
Farm work/picking up visitors’ luggage / moving freight
launch deliveries
Grandchild care

27. Other responses included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of an all-year-round bus for return journey
The weather
living as far from Hugh Town as possible, difficulty carrying shopping on a bicycle/walking
with shopping over that distance
AGE lack of regular public transport e.g., reliable , safe eco-friendly small but regular bus
service all year
There are no barriers for me personally, but I do have concerns about road safety for young
children learning to ride a bike to school
We don’t have proper roads on all of Bryher, what kind of question is that
NEED TO TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Time, weather. We're not all retired with no children.
High levels of bike theft on island
Time limitations or size/weight of items being transported can have an issue
Disability
Blanket speed limit of 10mph.Far too much traffic. Far too fast. Vehicle size needs to be
reduced.
Not easy to balance boxes on a bicycle!
Lack of fitness to tackle the hills
27

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I don’t travel to work I live at my work.
There are no barriers, however I believe that pavements should be improved along the main
roads.
Health
Would have been great to have a few places around town safe and central to put the bike
when I lived there. Somewhere near the quay where perhaps off islanders can either use a
bike or store a bike would be great too. But somewhere covered and with something to lock
the bicycle to would be a great start. There used to be times during the 80's and 90's when
certain people used to "use" other people's bicycles and then just leave them in a hedge etc
which is never that great if your bike is your form of transport.
Weather and having to carrying goods
Taking the dogs somewhere else for walk - time constraint, getting used to cycling more
personal, physical limitation
Weather
I have osteoarthritis in my knees partly caused by cycling!

Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

When will St Martins get an electric car?

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Electric vehicle charging points at the
quays?

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Is the electric car only used for
residents?

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Better to replace people's vehicles with
electric

Included within CCAP 8 –
working with the local
community

No change
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Inter-island boats - total lack of coordination of planning, sharing benefit
Return boat on Mon, Weds & Fri: would
cover all, access medication, education,
shopping

Include new action in CCAP 8
to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working including interisland Boating

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

How much money does the Council
spend on inter island boating?

Further investigation

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

John Peacock now offsets all his boating
emissions, whilst searching for ways to
improve. Pressure should be brought on
all other boat operators to follow suit.
In particular cruise ships require 10's of
trips back and forth to service all
passengers, and each trip will produce
10+kg of CO2! Maybe the cruise ships
should be made to contribute to
offsetting or reducing these vast
quantities if they want to continue
visiting these islands.
Community electric vehicle?

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Included within CCAP 8 –
supporting the local
community

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

We need to be more manual! Walk,
rather than riding!

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan
Include new action in CCAP 8
to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working including Inter
Island Boating

No change

"Interisland boating and community
boating
- community benefit
- reducing/avoiding duplicate journeys "

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
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Speed limits on boating and driving slower is better. 20mph Hugh Town,
30mph on St Marys?

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan

No change

Levelling up fund - electric boat
charging?

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Would use electric community
transport in future, but realise difficult
to provide to everyone
Would love to see pedestrians and
cyclists prioritised on roads over cars e.g., safe cycle ways for children,
particularly on routes to and from
school, but everywhere would be great.
Don’t currently feel that the roads are
very safe for young cyclists
Would love to see a community electric
bus running regularly around St Marys
all year. I think this could potentially
reduce car usage, particularly if
affordable

Community Venture GoEV
carshare scheme

No change

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan

No change

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Work with local taxi/delivery companies
to support them to switch to electric
vehicles

Opportunity to look at wider Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
transport provision alongside will work with the Isles of
inter island boats
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Charge for on-street parking to make
alternatives cheaper and more
attractive (and pay for cycle paths to be
made/maintained)
Electric bus

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan

No change

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
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sustainable travel for the
islands
Walking

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan
Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan

No change

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan
Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

No change

Bike racks in town

Included within CCAP 4 –
Local Walking and Cycling
Infrastructure Plan

No change

A reliable electric bus, that is regular
and supports the school run and after
school clubs. Would be a great asset to
the community

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

We need a community electric bus.
Subsidised as a service

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

A reliable electric bus that people could
rely on, hopefully residents would think
twice about getting more than 1 vehicle
per household

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon

Cycle ways

Speed limits!

Electric bus and school bus! - Running
on hour from 08:00 - 22:00 to transport
workers to and from work. Subsidised
by Council if necessary!!

No change

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
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sustainable travel for the
islands
One thing missing in the Council's plan
is boating. Collectively the Council
procures a lot of boating (back in 2019
it was around £75k/year). Putting
pressure on boating companies to make
changes is a sphere of influence, though
I totally accept it's politically
challenging! What St Agnes are doing is
good, but it's still based on fossil fuels.
Jet boats are about the worst carbonwise! A co-ordinated Scilly boating
website to minimise journeys and
maximise capacities would be a very
good way of being more efficient. Also,
the way Council procures boating could
be produce a lot of carbon benefits.
School bus

Included within CCAP1 –
Responsible Procurement
Policy

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

More widely, Council's influence on
travel to and from the mainland could
be greater. I'm disappointed with
current noise coming out of Steamship
re propulsion systems for new boats.
It's woolly, lacks detail and has no
targets. Council could and should be
much more robust on this.

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

How people get to and from Scilly is a
very large part of the carbon footprint
of the whole place."

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Inter-island boat contract

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
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delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
Is there a possibility of an electric bus
for collecting school children, or a more
environmentally conscious form of
transport

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
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Objective 5 – How we will protect our natural environment
28. We will work with our colleagues and partners to protect and enhance our natural
environment, safeguarding our marine life and coastal landscapes to support nature
recovery

29. Other responses included

Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Community tree planting events

Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Information put out stressing the
importance of the ocean within the
eco system

Ensure that nature recovery and
Environmental Growth is included in
the Corporate Plan
Keeping control on trees

Included within CCAP9 –
Communication and Engagement
Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

No change

No change
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Encourage & enable partner
organisations which own/manage
land to do the same (lead by
example)

Include new action in CCAP 8 to
establish island wide working
group on Climate Change to
promote joint working including
Duchy of Cornwall

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Letting the wild areas be so that the
wildlife can do its thing without any
human interference in anyway.
If a path is being used it will remain a
path, if no one uses it then let it go
back to nature.
Cutting back brambles when they
interfere with the roads makes sense
but the majority of time we're just
destroying the natural environment
there.

Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 – Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

In my mind the resources are better
spent elsewhere like preserving
some of the disappearing coastline
where there are archaeological
remains
Consider how carbon can be
sequestered in soils, trees and
habitats on the Islands. Potential
local carbon offsetting scheme
Local provenance native flower seed;
green hay techniques; remove nonnative shrubs replace with native (or
non-native with minimal capacity for
spreading), targeted flower & shrub
species for certain groups e.g., bees,
butterflies, list goes on…
Plant trees with climate change in
mind, may not be native
Covert and Overt patrols to reduce
dog fouling. issue fines to those that
break the rules even if they are
councillors/employees
Re-wildling of appropriate spaces
would be hugely beneficial in terms
of habitat provision and carbon
sequestration
Pest control, prevent human
degradation of sites

Included within CCAP4 –
Highways Asset Management
Plan
Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan

No change

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
New dog waste bins across St
Marys, increased signage.

No change

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan

No change

No change
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Please can we stop spraying weed
killer it is not appropriate to an
organisation committed to
supporting nature and biodiversity.

Local Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

New action CCAP 5.7: We
will seek alternatives to
the use of pesticides
across the Council Estate

Also, can we help support wherever
possible a move away from
damaging jet boats that are tearing
up our sea grass?

For consideration

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Rewilding where possible

Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – Public
Realm Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – Public
Realm Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
Included within CCAP5 – AONB
Management Plan

No change

Included within CCAP5 – Public
Realm Management Plan
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
AONB Management Plan
Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
AONB Management Plan

No change

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP 8

No change

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
AONB Management Plan

No change

Regular care and enhancement of
public spaces with TREE PLANTING
Changes in habitats - Elms

Dark skies + positive impact on our
Isles of Scilly habitats - Status sought
Keen to see rat eradication

Looking at the effect of climate on
commercial flowers? It could be a
risk/opportunity - we don't know.
- Opportunity to work with
universities to research risks.
- The money is coming into
commercial flower family
- Engagement with the Duchy on
land right.
We need a state of nature - need
evidence
Not sure where we are up to with
sewerage disposal, but would be
great to see improvements in this
Evidence of species? What can we
do to minimise risk of decline in
species? Drainage/leat issues to be
resolved

No change

No change

No change

No change
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Plant more trees! - And don’t cut
down trees in Old Town
Churchyard!!
Look at what species thrive and
don’t discount non-native species

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
AONB Management Plan
Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy
AONB Management Plan
Ensure that when permission is given Included within CCAP5 –
to remove a tree, make sure at least Local Nature Recovery Strategy
two trees are re-planted
Look after the planting and plant
Included within CCAP5 –
species which will thrive
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

We need to work to understand the
impacts of climate change on our
internationally important seabird
population and other unique wildlife
- can we do other things to mitigate
the effects?
Understand the impacts of climate
change on non-native species and
their invasiveness - pittosporum
spreads and thrives quicker/better?
Limit the number of cruise ships damaging the seabed’s

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

For consideration

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Should we prevent cruise ships from
bringing bikes and other facilities
ashore?

For consideration

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Noise pollution form cruise
ships/boats? Impact on the natural
environment?
I would love to see the rat
eradication project on all off islands
to go ahead
Make sure any coastal protection
doesn't just move the problem
further up the coast
Bio security! You mention this in
your report but do not even mention

No change

No change

No change

Further investigation

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Included within CCAP 7 – Climate
adaptation action plan

No change

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change
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the import of diseases. This is really
important! )E.g., how is it still
possible to import wood with bark
attached, which might harbour
diseases?)
Would be easy to bring disease in
(Dutch Elm) practically impossible to
eradicate - need to make sure we
don’t

Included within CCAP5 –
Local Nature Recovery Strategy

No change
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Objective 6 – How we will reduce waste, increase recycling
and reuse
30. We will reduce our waste and maximise our recycling and reuse through our Waste
Reduction Strategy

39

31. All responses are set out below
Comment
Cans separated
Glass roadside
More signage on waste bins as to what
can be recycled, e.g., chip papers are
put in the recycling on Porthcressa so
negates the whole bin waste for
recycling.
Just generally less waste exported to
the mainland, incinerator offering heat
transfer to run public buildings. Oops
sorry we had that opportunity… Food
waste becoming fertiliser for the land.
Plaster board degraded to use as lime
on our acid soil. Sewerage properly
treated into organic fertiliser. Paper and
cardboard turned into fire bricks, wood
chipped into fire bricks, plastic crates
returned to mainland supermarkets.
Some furniture could go to charities on
the mainland. Have a local recycling
centre at Moorwell where people can
COLLECT stuff others have discarded if it
is still usable. The costs and carbon
footprint of exporting our waste is
terrible, we need as a community to reuse stuff and encourage people to not
buy new every time…
Recycling of plastic (off Island Tresco)

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

No direct control
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Tetra packs! I'm having to throw away
so many of these and I'm desperate for
these to be accepted.
Available public storage for larger
household goods e.g., furniture for
limited time before it has to be dumped
! Often use could be made of dumped
items at other times e.g., seasonal!
Cardboard from boxes. I know we have
some, but an easier method of
collection would help this
I'd like to see workers employed to
properly sort our recycling waste rather
than expect all households to sort it.
We don't have the space for multiple
Will be considered within
bins. I'd like to see on-island recycling
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
for cardboard to be re-purposed. I'd like Strategy Review
the recycling team to collect glass.
Some self-catering properties don't
appear to supply recycling sacks for
their visitors, this should be mandatory.
It also doesn't appear clear to visiting
yachts where they can dispose of
rubbish.
Cooking oil/tetrapaks/plastic packaging
Film plastics (as opposed to harder food
trays)
It would be great to be able to recycle
more of the often-unnecessary plastic
packaging that the coop bring over.
Tetrapak recycling
Ensure all recycling is genuine and with
a favourable environmental impact
including the footprint of transportation
and processing
Tetrapack and carrier bag-style plastic
packaging recycling would be hugely
beneficial. One of the biggest obstacles
to minimising waste on Scilly is the
requirement to have so many items
delivered by courier and/or IOSSC with
no control over the materials - a
recycling scheme focussed on the most
frequent packaging items would be
invaluable. Making this available on offislands would need to be included in the
plan
Glass pick up

No change

No change
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Metals, lead, copper/aluminium etc
separate and send as more profit for
Council to put to use somewhere else!!
Commence the recycling of wood from
building projects to produce heat
logs/pellets even if 1 operative was
employed for this task alone the gains
would outweigh the cost.
Large cardboard items. e.g., delivery
cartons
Reuse of fabric/material such as making
cloth delivery bags...... not sure how
that would apply to Scilly though!
Poly boxes
All recycling - plastics (and soft plastics),
food waste, tings, glass, paper,
cardboard, etc
Garden waste - not sure where it should
go, especially if garden is a tiny plot or
even a row of plant pots. I would agree
to separate recycling containers for
glass, cans, plastic etc (question 17) but
my building in Thorofare does not have
room outside for separate containers there is no pavement area.
Cardboard shredding for use as
packaging for the multitude of online
retail businesses on the islands - or to
be added to shredded garden waste for
compost then sold on to residents.
Plastic bags and soft film; masses of
product, including wrappings from all
Freight pallets etc. If Supermarkets on
mainland can recycle at almost every
store, then there must be a market and
it should be actioned on Scilly
Re-use of polystyrene and cardboard
boxes.
Poly rope. There are plenty of piles of
abandoned rope that are exposed to
sunlight / UV. These break down and
produce large amounts of microplastic
that are then blown into land and
marine environment
On the mainland there is a scheme to
match people who compost with people
wanting their food waste to be put to
better use. A similar scheme could work
here - we don't want to prepare
compost but will happily collect
relevant food waste for use by others.

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Green garden waste accepted
at Porthmellon Household
Waste & recycling Centre free
of charge from domestic
properties

No change

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change
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All waste should be segregated. Food
waste centralised composting.
Bottle bank outside of the dump
compound for everyday use
Recycling isn’t the answer - using less is.
Stop picking up from people who can’t
be bothered to separate their waste
I compost most food waste that I can.
Council could do more to encourage
residents to compost at home if they
have space to do so i.e., discounted
compost bins but not displace local
businesses. Additional collections at the
kerbside to make it easier for residents
to recycle i.e., green waste glass bottles
and jars, textiles etc. Saturday opening
hours at Moorwell would also be really
helpful for those that work all week to
enable them to access the site, without
incurring commercial fees.
Glass kerbside recycling as very heavy
to take on my bike. I live out of town
and sometimes they are full, so a
wasted journey or takes a long time as
need to travel around to find one that is
not full.
We have a compost bin (courtesy of the
rat project on St. Agnes) We all use ours
so maybe offer heavily discounted ones
-I know it's trickier with rats on other
islands.
Kerbside options for clothes recycling,
batteries and light bulbs
Opportunity to use food waste in soil
improvement schemes
Separated waste food recycling is well
established elsewhere and used e.g., in
mini bio digester. This should work well
with hospitality industry input
As a visitor, I cannot really answer these
last three questions, but would like to
see the I.O.S. Council do everything
possible to encourage all residents to
recycle through the facilities available,
as well as through those the Council will
no doubt introduce in the future.
Printer cartridges
Thin plastics are the key area. Food
waste recycling is also critical for many,
though I do this already

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change
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I would like to see the process done
better. Lots of recycling how’s into
public bins that us not recycled I
believe.
Black plastic & plastic film currently not
allowed in recycling stream. Small scale
plastics pelleting and extrusion/clothes
manufacture (e.g., school) on island
any suitable waste timber should be
processed (cut to length) and made
available for household wood burners.
I know u gave way compost and food
bins in the past. Such a good idea. No
earth/ plant matter should leave the
islands. Rubble and building waste
should be stored for future land
protection. Marron grass should be
planted everywhere coastal that is
sensible to help stabilise
I strongly agree with the above,
however it, again, must be done in a
common sense manner. We have
enough problems with visitors putting
rubbish out on non-pick-up days & the
binmen end up running all over the
place picking stuff up (I have done this
myself), the thought of kerbside pickups where visitors (&locals) put stuff
out on any day without any thought to
the pick-up day does fill me with dread
at the mess that will happen & perhaps
cause more problems.
Small Garden Waste

•

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

For sale on Scilly on Facebook seems to take care of a lot of this
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•
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•

•
•

•

•
•

For sale on Scilly. When my children were little we all swapped everything. I don’t buy
anything I don’t need; I don’t replace anything unless I have to, I rarely buy clothes, I make
soup with anything I haven’t managed to use food wise, I avoid buying plastic wrapped stuff,
I use used plastic items to freeze food in, I use everything until it can’t be used again. The
most important lesson our children need is how to cook, how to not want the latest gadget
or clothing and how to budget. Then we create less waste.
Regular bring and buy sales, online free cycle site
Glass jars for homemade jams etc Cartons for garden seeds Papers for animal bedding!
Donate to charity or sell/give away via For Sale on Scilly Facebook page but also encourage
our children to only buy what they really want / need and also look to repair rather than
replace
For sale on Scilly
I re-use margarine tubs etc for home freezing, when I have extra food left over, rather than
buy plastic containers.
For Sale on Scilly
I think making it easier for people to visit the tip to collect and reuse items there would be
great - I'm never sure if it's allowed or supported.
We re-use lots of packaging and cardboard for packing our outgoing goods.
Free to recycle unwanted items, web information
Encouraging people to share low-value but low-significance items would be useful. I have
seen people asking if anybody has old trainers which could be used for kayaking as buying
new ones seems wasteful. There could easily be stigma around this as it might be construed
as 'cheap' but from an environmental perspective it is excellent - being able to pass on or
request low-value items like this is a hugely beneficial way to reduce waste and production
and encouraging this form of request and re-use would be brilliant!
Charity shop, For sale on Scilly
I/we make good use of old pallets, use as small gates or break down and use wood for other
purposes, good for start of a decking or standing up for plants to climb!
Selective repair of Waste electrical equipment.
Charity shop. offer items for exchange.
I use the for sale on Scilly site to recycle clothes and household items. I donate to the charity
shop and clothes bank.
Upcycling of furniture, borrow/share of plastic beach items (e.g., buckets, spades, toys,
chairs, surfboards), community hub for using holiday visitors’ food items (a lot gets chucked
away at the end of a holiday),
I sell on Sale for Scilly website if I can or donate to Charity Shop.
We recycle all our non-embossed wine and beer bottles to St Martin's vineyard, for re use.
We compost all garden waste and use "Green Cone" for food waste. Fish skins/shells etc go
straight back to the sea. We also buy local mulched coppiced timber, for garden use and
water retention.
Sharing mending skills. Encouraging skills exchanging to become the norm. FB is used quite
effectively for turning 'one man's trash into one man's treasure' but it could be celebrated
and encouraged more. Maybe For Sale on Scilly could be used a bit more for the asking for
and finding of mending skills?
Lots of people reuse unwanted items for crafts etc.
We offer our cardboard to local artists for use
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Plastic bottles used for plant propagation. Garden waste used for community compost,
reducing import / peat-based use.
We re use as much as possible, packing materials etc. would be good to have some kind of
cardboard recycling system in place save shipping it away.
We do up-cycle/repurpose as a family and have fun with this but there is a limit. We make
bespoke furniture or shelves, upcycle, turn old t-shirts into fabric strips and crochet them
into bathmats and cleaning cloths. We try to repair as much as we can.
I work at Learn Scilly and we're looking at a repair cafe which would be great.
Facebook page for sale on Scilly helps huge to recycle things.
For sale on Scilly Charity bins and shops Try to use waste cardboard for no dig garden
For sale on Scilly' Facebook page; charity shop
For Sale on Scilly FB page, charity shop, giving to friends.
Not applicable as a visitor, although I usually go home with a treasure from one of the
charity shops on the islands.
Take unwanted items to the Charity shop
Have a FB page or site that everyone can put their unwanted items up on so that things
don't just get thrown out. Perhaps an incentive not just to buy buy buy things things things
that no one really needs or uses. Teach the local communities to be thoughtful of purchasing
items from the internet ,.... almost every item has to come over on the boat or plane adding
extra carbon every time. If it's a whimsical "ooooo that looks nice" type of purchase that just
ends up in a drawer or cupboard or whatever is just a huge waster on so many levels.
Perhaps teach this at school .... Think about all the CRAP surrounding the Christmas Period
now.... everything from crappy unwanted gifts because people feel "they should really get
you something.... to all the crappy plastic decorations a lot of people buy then throw away
because they are no longer fashionable or the like .....
Could you have a monthly “mend it surgery “ for household items that are broken?
Fundamentally reduction in consumption is more important to get us away from an
economy based on extracting and using resources.
For those with the inclination the current various arrangements work well. The ‘Energy from
Waste’ pile could be triaged for e.g., wood that can be triaged and made available for re-use,
upcycling, projects such as raised beds, firewood. Have a wood drying area at HWRC for
larger branches/trunks of Pittosporum - takes 3 years to dry but excellent firewood. Also,
elm. Definitely not palm as doesn’t burn. Consider arrangements to make fire briquettes for
resale, as Tresco looking at.
Imaginatively!

Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Well done so far
Too many households do not or are not
aware they should wash and dry food
containers etc before putting them in
the recycling.)
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Houses should have proper recycling
bins rather than being supplied with
free plastic bags (many of which are
used inappropriately
Educate people, show them how much
they waste which is still serviceable,
teach them to use clothing banks and
cook, give us facts and figures on how
much we are wasting,,, but start by
setting an example because the Council
as an Authority does not have a great
track record of thinking laterally often
solving the problem of the moment and
not future proofing it which creates
more waste.

No change
Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

If you want to reuse (furniture, white
goods etc…) then investment in training
people to do this. It needs to be
affordable to make this the preferred
choice rather than buying new

I think that access to the dump is
difficult now and instead of regularly
visit or leave for binmen it I horde
things instead, which makes my small
house feel smaller, and my mental
health suffers. Please put some
community skips out occasionally.

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Need to work on how we minimise
waste in the first place
I think engaging with businesses that
create the waste and explaining we
don't want it would be great!
Reduced rates on business recycling to
encourage easily recycled items to be
disposed of responsibly
Thinking bigger about waste re-use and
recycling would be amazing. There is so
much green waste on the islands, from
hedge cuttings etc. in gardens and
businesses which currently has no
sensible means of reuse and recycle.
Setting up facilities so that these can be
gathered, processed and composted on
each island would minimise waste,
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prevent people from burning woody
material, improve carbon sequestration
and provide a valuable source of
compost and soil improvement. The
facilities to flip a material from 'waste'
to 'resource' would be widely
welcomed.
I think the mixed recycling works well as
it encourages greater participation rates
(easier and less effort to do)-separating
out may reduce this for those less
bothered is my only concern
Repair cafe and reuse shop please
A large-scale compost system where
people can collect compost for their
gardens/allotments at a minimal charge
could work if we all bought in to it
Keep up the good work!
A small reclaim centre for wood &
building materials, with the costings
cheap, but enough to pay someone/s
wages. De-nailed timber, screws, nails,
guttering/downpipe; furniture etc etc.
Much clearer information to visitors.
Many come from districts with very
different recycling policies and facilities.
Much cardboard still has to be burnt.
Compacters and dry storage needed,
particularly on off-islands
The Council should be looking to Presegregate easily identifiable products;
plastic/aluminium/tin/cardboard and
get Paid to supply to Mainland instead
of paying huge fees for mixed waste
disposal. We need to find every
potential earning to offset our higher
living costs! Crushing blue bags
together, and then paying someone to
separate and sort them is counter
intuitive. Need to extract greatest value
before shipping.

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

There is a current culture of broken
machinery / white goods / boats etc etc
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left to rot away in fields and gardens,
especially on off islands rented land.
Responsibility for correct disposal
should be part of lease of land.
Community compost from recycled
food waste - available to residents for
free/low-cost wood recycling. We
should be able to become a zero-waste
community
A reuse facility at Moorwell 'last chance
before it turned to waste' would be
brilliant. It could grow from there.
Packaging Swap Shop (see Sustainable
PZ) - must be merit in this with all the
items sent to and from the islands.
Could be facilitated by the Council but
delivered by community groups
Council communication needs
increasing to help create norming that
we all need to keep reducing, reusing
and recycling - help give everyone a
boost and a reminder to do all we can
to reduce waste. That must be good for
budgets too?
As we do not have a car in Scilly or live
in Hugh town or old town it is difficult
to drop off unwanted items at Charity
shop or buyer etc. so sometime dispose
of things that could be recycled or
reused.

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Better use of waste reuse on off
islands...cardboard shredder, compost
schemes etc
Scilly Council can engage more robustly
with visitors about what they bring and
what they leave behind.
I am not sure what education is
conducted in the schools as to the
importance of recycling and of building
a "circular economy", but it is often the
children who badger and persuade their
'grown ups' to change their previously
held beliefs on recycling/re-using.
More use of Wheelie Recycling Bins
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More frequent collection to avoid
having to store recycling with no
suitable space
Make it easier to recycle bulkier objects
Working on supplier issues is really
important. For example, encouraging
and challenging any company that
supplies goods to Scilly not to send
anything that can't be recycled
Working with Steamship Co to avoid
plastic wraps and any other nonrecyclable materials. Working upstream
could be very effective.
When we lived in Australia once a year
they would do a free pick-up & disposal
of large items, i.e., cookers, couches,
shelving etc. On that day everyone
would be up early & go around their
neighbourhood to see if they could
make use of any of it. It was amazing
how "one man's rubbish is another
man's treasure" & the large piles of
items used to reduce hugely from
people taking stuff for their own use !!
Always thought it was a great idea for
recycling!!!
Have open days for bric a brac /
furniture etc at waste site so people can
pick up any items.
Improve waste transfer from St Martins
to St Marys
Food waste is an issue on St Martins

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Composting small scale, but larger
places an issue
Could waste be removed more
frequently from the off islands? (Mon,
Weds & Fri)
Litter bins on St Martins - Quays, shop
Better information
If we provide litter bins they need
emptying
Glass reuse on the off islands
Composting individually
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Encourage people to take their litter
home
Use of cardboard for re-use - shred for
packaging, composting
Commercial waste collection needs
improving
Designation of recycling:
- Space is an issue
- ?? Bags
Cardboard selection and disposal
We want segregated recycling
Waste is working well we need to
reduce waste - only one black bag
allowed?
Ho do we encourage businesses
'The Big Give Away' - Compost bin
available at low price
Total confusion about what can be
recycled?
No food/green waste - not worth it
Community composting - not worth it
on St Agnes
Cardboard - there’s loads of it. Can we
do move?
Education needed about tetrapaks
Good to learn that food waste does not
go to landfill
Scheme for food waste collection would
be helpful for those without composting
facilities
Excess packaging is hard to reduce
when there is little input from
successive governments
Establish a composting facility at Porth
Mellon. The resulting compost could be Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
sold and would be very helpful
Strategy Review
Members of the ST Marys WI have
raised the issue of disposal of food
waste. With high numbers of residential
and letting flats on St Marys people
have no choice but to place their
kitchen waste into black bags where it is
shipped to the mainland to go to
landfill, where it degrades and creates
methane! Tresco already has a
biodigester, could your kerbside food
waste service be actioned. If only a
percentage of kitchen waste could be
composted here it could be a source of
revenue for the Council, as the compost
would be peat free and can be sold to

No change
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resident gardeners - this would avoid
expensive shipping for something we
can create ourselves.
Love the suggestions from Bryher Shop
(video) - would be great to see more of
this on St Marys (reducing plastic etc,
recycling crisp packets).
Like the idea of a scrap store to reuse
waste items - e.g. furniture, paint, wood
etc.
Would love a 'building' to take
household items, e.g., furniture, wire
goods, kitchenware for others to take.
Perhaps this could be paired with a
repair shop
Glass collection?
Morelys/Seasalt for a 2nd hand
furniture bric-a-brac store
Food waste processed here please NB
rat proof collection

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review
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Objective 7 – How we will adapt to the future
32. We will adapt to our changing climate, protecting our homes and critical infrastructure
from future flood risk and the wider impacts of climate change.

33. Other responses included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have selected just one because that covers it all. It has already changed dramatically.
Coastal erosion
Colder winters, worse storms and sea conditions at any time of year, tidal surges, extreme
low-pressure systems
Most of this is made up there is no reputable evidence to suggest much of this affects Scilly
changes to food chain for wildlife
Water supplies
Faster erosion of vulnerable areas
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•
•
•
•
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Groundwater saltwater ingress
Hugh Town isn't going to be there much longer. Simple as that. It's a bit too late ... we were
all told about this yonks ago!"
Changes to pests and diseases, migratory birds, biological changes in the sea
Extreme weather events. Out of season
Scilly should become a nature reserve and flora and fauna should be uppermost concern
Erosion
Not concerned as changes might be small

34. Other responses included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Planting different crops or garden plants or farming different animals
Having to remove weeds that didn’t used to persist through winter
Damp-proofing
Sheltering summer crops from strong winds. Installing irrigation which hasn't been needed
before
In the 50 yrs I have lived here i haven't seen any affect from climate change just the effects
of human interference
As camping visitor, replacing to sturdier tent, and bringing extra emergency tent. Rethinking viability of stay due to increased chance of extreme weather
As always being considerate of everything I do, buy, have, use, eat with regards to our
environment. For example, when using water, I will use it again to flush the toilet. I gather all
our peelings and compost. If there's any waste food it is separated out and given to animals
or birds. I walk or cycle everywhere. I make things last by looking after what I have. Very
careful with Energy usage. Only travel if necessary not for holidays.
Considering a strategy to move away from fields immediately near the coast
Home insulation
Livelihoods from listing of ‘homes’ and ‘critical infrastructure’. Should be added in
Different water resources on St Martins V's St Agnes and St Marys
Rainwater harvesting is essential and should be encouraged. My Duchy property which is a
small holding had water pipes placed under the down pipes. They were removed - no idea
why! As would have been useful to water planter and livestock. Maybe persuade similar
tenancies to adopt rainwater collection
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Love the idea of rainwater harvesting, but sounds ridiculous, but not sure where to start!
Make rainwater harvesting, solar, air source etc 'the norm' and therefore making access to
these systems much easier to implement
Water will become the new currency - rainwater harvesting must become compulsory on
new builds in the future
Public need to be educated in reducing water consumption; there really is no need to bath
or shower every day for example.
2017 the Council prepared a Local Flood Risk Management Strategy. This is now being
reviewed and updated. A £3.Gm grant has been approved for a flood defence improvement
programme.
The Draft Plan does not state where the flood defences will be deployed. Also, this seems a
very small sum to cover flood defences to protect the town, the Porth Hellick drinking water
supply and coastal erosion which threatens a number of properties and farms across the
islands.
I would have liked to have seen input in the Action Plan from the Environment Agency who
are and will be tasked with finding solutions to flooding on the islands.
I'd like to see a lot more in the Plan about the likely impacts from a changing climate to our
weather patterns, climate and impacts on land. This was in quite some detail in the 2011
Plan. I feel it's important because particularly for the farming and growing community, the
direction of travel needs to be laid out clearly. Farming is a long-term business; planning and
investment in the future is really important. There will need to be a lot of support in this
area as the implications are massive.
My concern more generally around adaptation is that it is 'left to the professionals'. The £3m
being spent on coastal defences is great, but we all know it's minimal compared with the
real potential impacts of 1m + rises in sea levels. These conversations are really important
and sugar coating or avoiding them is really not acceptable. The community must make
collective decisions for the future and know that there won't be endless pots of money that
will come; and even if they did you simply can't throw money at the problem.
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Objective 8 – How we will support our local community
35. We will support our partners, stakeholders and local community on their journeys to
carbon reduction
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36. Other responses included
Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Repair service maybe could be done through the
charity shop rather than a café

Will be considered
within CCAP 6 –
Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Some of the stuff going to the dump may be worth
setting aside for a repair cafe & sold back to the
community.

Will be considered
within CCAP 6 –
Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Carbon Literacy Training and visitor education visitors would attend Scilly Climate Change info
events, talks, exhibitions, roadshow, engagement
visits. Visitor behaviour and expectation can be
changed.
Community solutions to climate adaptation

Carbon Literacy
training Included in
CCAP 1

No change

Climate Adaptation
Action Plan Included
in CCAP 7

No change

We need to educate our young children in all things
green and also teach them our Scillonian history and
very importantly get them involved in our seas, from
sea and bird life to pollution and plastics. They are
our only hope.
Definitely appliance repairs!

Included within CCAP No change
8

Will be considered
within CCAP 6 –
Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change
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Comment
Prohibit any cars that have not previously
been on the island from being brought in
unless they are electric.
Get an electric community bus.

Officer Response

Change to Action plan
No change

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Give householders help to install solar
panels

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

A proper community bus, even if not
electric (with a school run) it will reduce
carbon footprint and support access for all,
a cycle path on high usage/speed roads.

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Put renewable energy capture on all public
buildings, all new building must conform,
get the Duchy to do the same especially on
their housing.

Included within CCAP 2 –
Decarbonisation Plan

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Share best practice from others.
Competitions for best ideas

Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working including Duchy of
Cornwall
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change
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Show strong, high profile , leadership and
encouragement to residents and visitors

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included within CCAP 5 –
Local Nature Recovery
Strategy

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Educate Members on the vital role they
can play in refusing planning permission
where green spaces/trees/mature gardens
are destroyed for property development.
Do not build parking spaces into any future
housing developments.

Included in CCAP 9

No change

Factor in a neighbourhood car share
electric vehicle instead.

Go EV Community car
Share in place

No change

Start charging for parking in congested
areas and police no parking zones.

Included in CCAP 8 – Local
Cycling and Walking
Infrastructure Plan
Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working

No change

Included within CCAP1 –
Council decisions taken
with the climate in mind

No change

Open up more public land for allotments (if
possible) or a community orchard so those
without gardens can grow their own fruit
and veg & learn new skills
Govt grants for private housing to have
solar heating put into private houses if
eligible.

Join or lead a group with other Scilly
organisations to collectively tackle the
climate emergency on Scilly

I would like it to act as if this was an
emergency. An emergency requires
immediate and definitive action, and it
should be embedded in every decision that
is taken. I think before anything new is
ordered or any action is taken a check
should be done to make sure it complies

No change

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction
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with our environmental policies. If it does
not then it does not go ahead.
Help with funding towards installing
measures such as rainwater harvesting,
renewable energy.

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Helping to ensure any planning advice and
consent for such projects are easy to
access
Investment in quality housing.

Included within CCAP 3

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

I would say this priority should be far
higher up the council's plan - your position
to influence and improve opportunity is
exponentially higher through your
community role than your individual
strategy as currently features in Point 2.
Education through regular comms and
promotional material. Perhaps events to
showcase our efforts/promote change
Investigate ways to minimise fuel use on
boats. Avoid duplication of services - boat
sharing. Reduce speed to optimum
operating efficiency, not minimum journey
time. Encourage fuel efficient
engines/electric.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

No change

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands
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Educate us and keep educating us. Get the
message into the schools, workplace and
everywhere on social media.
With education, providing recycling
services, advice, loans for home
improvements, financial support for
increased energy bills (but I am only a
visitor).
Information. (Too much misinformation
freely available.) Reduce development climate change and a need to live in
harmony with nature is far more important
than economic growth!
To share gained knowledge, especially on
Energy Efficiency and Heat Pumps, and
Community Purchase scheme to get best
Wholesale prices. Consider Community
Contract for drilling Ground Source heating
Boreholes, so costs can be kept low and
shared among many to offset shipping
costs of Rig and Specialists.
Put pressure on the Duchy to insulate and
decarbonise their housing stock.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Many have problems with where to put the
various bags for recycling, and can put a lot
of people off, especially those who have
mobility problems.
Bring in zero emission public transport,
control combustion engine vehicles on the
Islands and stop the import of more cars

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Enforce current legislation to start with. Off
island vehicles currently do not have to
conform to MOT emissions on an annual
basis.

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

No change
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Produce a Fact Check / FAQ style
document that tackles some of the sticky
issues people may have, e.g., that mining
and production processes to create solar
panels, electric cars etc are damaging for
the environment so what's the point?! Or
comparing the carbon emissions of the
different methods of travelling between
Scilly and the mainland, so they can make
an informed choice.
Funding to assist with power generation
i.e., solar.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Support adoption of alternative energy,
e.g., solar, through grants or other funding
schemes.

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Make it more attractive to alternative
energy providers to support adoption on
Scilly, perhaps through tax breaks or the
like.

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties
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Deliver grants to help the community make
the changes it needs to move away from
reliance on fossil fuels and imports.

signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.
CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Supporting the community in making
changes. It will be difficult for individuals to
take action in a large way and drive it
forward without external support,
communication, training for it to succeed.
This may or may not be via the Council but
a partner organisation
Better quality homes, with improved
heating and insulation.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

As visitor, audit what I bring to Scilly and
use on Scilly, publicise your plan and
climate change impacts across the visitor
community
I would like the Council to constantly be
alert and seek new opportunities which
perhaps might be unique to Scilly, to
encourage, support and assist their
community in the joint journey of carbon
reduction.
Be there when needed and LISTEN to the
inhabitants please.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change
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Advice on improving building with things
like air source heat pumps,

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

No change

Businesses, organisations and individuals
need a combination of support,
encouragement and challenge to move
towards zero carbon - and quick. It's a huge
opportunity for the Islands in tourism
terms, but also a big challenge. Providing
resources, time and money to support this
approach would be very beneficial to the
community.
A free electric community bus. The electric
cars are a mistake.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Social housing benefits from solar etc
installation and should be acknowledged
that a pipe dream to be able for those
benefits to be shared via a community
tariff. As solar panels more or less
uneconomic, funding for private
households should be sought as was done
for businesses. But this has to be hand in
hand with funding to
install/replace/retrofit energy efficiency
measures e.g., internal insulation in granite
houses, replacing old inefficient cavity wall
insulation, etc..

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Changing all Council vehicles, although I'm
not sure I agree with electric vehicles with
the destruction of the planet to get the
elements to make the batteries & also
having to dispose of the banks of batteries

Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
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as well. No one's mentioned how that will
happen yet. Just use some common sense
which so many decisions that the Council
makes seems to lack.
Options to improve Duchy homes?

support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands
Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Advice about GCH Pumps, costs of kit and
equipment

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Upskilling community tradesmen as
technology changes
Local ??, reducing food miles, encouraging
more on St Marys
Can't get to St Marys on Weds (not on
Thursdays)

Included within CCAP 8 –
Learn Scilly
Included within CCAP –
Farmers & Growers
Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

No change

Seasonal eating

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy &
CCAP 8 Farmers & Growers
Included in CCAP 2
Renewable Energy Capacity
Study

No change

CCAP 8 Farmers & Growers

No change

Smart Islands Project - Had proactive
partners, we need special arrangement to
find GSH Pump and solar suppliers and
installers
Land management is going to change with
climate change – risk

No change
Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

No change
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Local Food: We need to make the right
decisions on food and what could be done
better
What local foods should we be growing
and eating? – The St Martins tomato!!
Advice/info re moving from white oil (oil
fired rayburn) to 'greener' alternatives

CCAP 8 Farmers & Growers

No change

CCAP 8 Farmers & Growers

No change

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Shout more about what great work people
are doing and normalise the conversation CIOS has to lead on this for the community
For domestic property there is a real
challenge in improving heating systems.
After 4 years of trying, we have failed to
replace an oil-fired central heating system initially we were offered solar panels
/electric heating and more recently we
have explored air source heat pumps, but
neither route has been easy - with a lack of
labour and expertise on island - mainland
providers are ?? of on costs related to
servicing and maintenance so we seem to
be stuck in a bit of a loop situation! A wider
- joined up offer would be welcome.

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy
efficiency and renewable
energy improvements is
not currently available
through the Council. This
requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently
able to provide this.

No change

I took my children to the mainland in the
summer, whilst driving my 5-year-old
asked what 'the spinney things are?' I said
how our house and many things use
electricity , these spinney things are
windmills - they create electricity for free.
After a brief pause his next questions was
'why don't we have them on Scilly? It’s
always windy at home.' If a 5-year-old can
see this opportunity, I think it’s something
that should be investigated. We should
celebrate our wind. Floating windmills
proposed for St Ives, power 2000 homes two of these and we would be making
money.

Included in CCAP 2
Renewable Energy Capacity
Study

No change

New action CCAP 8.10:
We will seek additional
support and funding for
private homeowners to
make energy efficiency
and carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties
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Don't ruin the tiny landscape with
windmills in Scilly. The landscape is too
small! Solar panels, tide etc is the way to
go!
You could have offshore wind turbines that
can't be seen from Scilly

Included in CCAP 2
Renewable Energy Capacity
Study

No change

Included in CCAP 2
Renewable Energy Capacity
Study
Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working

No change

Retrofitting of insulation and help with this
- where is the Duchy on all of this

Include new action in CCAP
8 to establish island wide
working group on Climate
Change to promote joint
working

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Tidal/wave energy very important. See for
example, Orkney. What happened to ??
and those plans for energy production?
Electric bus - school bus

Included in CCAP 2
Renewable Energy Capacity
Study
Opportunity to look at
wider public transport
provision within CCAP 4
and CCAP 8

No change

You cite IFCA as important - but is has a big
rib…

For consideration

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

Tree planting?

Included in CCAP 5 Local
Nature Recovery Strategy

No change

Get the Duchy of Cornwall to actually do
some of the things the Prince of Wales
talks about!

The role of the farmers and growers is
Included within CCAP 8 –
going to be more important in the future. A Farmers & Growers, AONB

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative
working group with all
major stakeholders on
Climate Change to
promote joint working on
carbon reduction

Rewording of CCAP 8.1:
We will work with the
Isles of Scilly Steamship
Group and other local
transport providers to
support the delivery of
low carbon sustainable
travel for the islands

No change
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concerted effort to support local food
production and consumption would be
hugely beneficial, though admittedly is a
tough nut to crack. Would love to talk
more about this and how Council could
support it.

management & Delivery
Plan, Local Nature
Recovery Strategy
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Objective 9 – How we will engage with our community
37. We will engage, share and communicate our progress with the local community

38. Other responses included
Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Must speak more about stuff on social
media please!

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

A newsletter not everyone uses social
media
Dedicated Information Hubs/Energy
efficiency/ Improvements etc
Set up talks for visitors in season.

No change

No change

No change
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Publicise your plan at all hospitality
venues
Informative meetings instead of
surveys
We need a bit of engaging

We want to see Paul Masters on the
off islands
How? What happened to the
'Lighthouse' magazine, for example?
Council website is better than it used
to be
Love the idea of working with the
school, perhaps during their dedicated
'projects weeks'. Small manageable
projects with a definite outcome
would be really motivating for
students.
Could we use the school as a perfect
example of how to be net zero/selfsustainable? This could inspire young
people to lead the way and ripple out
into the community?
Council to lead in communication to
inspire
Need more immediately accessible
information, e.g., all about solar
panels installed. The info in your
report is very interesting, (this is the
first time is it easily accessed?)
Perhaps a climate link on each off
island to act as a liaison between
council and community.
We will work with the Islands
Partnership to develop a 'Scilly Pledge'
providing a way for visitors to offset
their carbon emissions and support
local nature recovery projects.
A 'Scilly Pledge' for visitors to support
local nature projects is a great idea
but please don't call it 'carbonoffsetting'. This is no substitute for
removing or preventing emissions
going into the atmosphere in the first

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy & CCAP
– Five Islands Academy work

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy & CCAP
– Five Islands Academy work

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy

No change

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
Consider reviewing Scilly
Pledge in relation to carbon
offsetting.

No change

No change

No change

No change

No change

No change

No change

No change

New action CCAP 9.1: We
will establish an island
wide collaborative working
group with all major
stakeholders on Climate
Change to promote joint
working on carbon
reduction
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place. Carbon off-setting doesn't
actually cancel out the emissions they
are linked to.
It could give the visitor the impression
that they do not have to reduce their
own carbon footprint because others
will do it for them. Carbon off-setting
has the same end result whether it's
on a local scale or national scale. In my
view, this 'con' is having a huge
detrimental effect on the world's
ability to cut down carbon emissions.
The environmental organisations
represented at COP26 would not
recommend this measure.

39. Other responses included
Comment

Officer Response

Change to Action plan

Council to procure composting bins of
all sizes for residents to purchase

Will be considered within
CCAP 6 – Waste Reduction
Strategy Review

No change

Lobbying travel companies to reduce
carbon footprint

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands
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Opportunity to share ideas and plans
with other, similar businesses

Included in CCAP 9 –
Communications and
Engagement Strategy
CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy efficiency
and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council.
This requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently able
to provide this.

No change

Carbon cost of each method of travel
to the mainland. Skybus, Scillonian,
Helicopter

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon
sustainable travel for the
islands

Visitor code of conduct on climate
Change and protecting Scilly,
complying with your plan objectives,
changes they can make, campaigns
they can be involved in to keep to 1.5c
warming in lives beyond Scilly,

Included within CCAP 8 – Scilly
Pledge

No change

Not signposting, but the council to
fund/facilitate those funding
opportunities on island so that there is
a real benefit for people here. Because
of the costs of getting any work done
here will mean people stuck on a
perpetual waiting list

CCAP 8 - The provision of
funding and support for
private homeowners to
undertake energy efficiency
and renewable energy
improvements is not currently
available through the Council.
This requires external funding
and Government grants.
Whilst the Council can
signpost, it isn’t currently able
to provide this.

New action CCAP 8.10: We
will seek additional support
and funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties

Put higher import charges on cars etc
and make sure it includes the export
disposal fees too. Higher prices means
less cars I hope.

Opportunity to look at wider
public transport provision
within CCAP 4 and CCAP 8

Rewording of CCAP 8.1: We
will work with the Isles of
Scilly Steamship Group and
other local transport
providers to support the
delivery of low carbon

Encourage private landlords to
maintain and improve energy
efficiency of their housing stock

New action CCAP 8.10: We
will seek additional support
and funding for private
homeowners to make
energy efficiency and
carbon reduction
improvements for their
properties
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sustainable travel for the
islands

40.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Other responses included
Supporting local, using social media instead of travelling for a meeting
Why do we NOT all refuse to buy PRE-PACKED veg and fruit in the COOP!
Spending more time outside and offline, reduces electricity use and better for health
do you know how much carbon is burnt to power this survey?
Keeping all travel and holidays to a minimum and close to home, sailing and rowing not
using an engine, Scillonian, plane not helicopter when have to, cut own willow and horse
firewood horse=gorse, not importing firewood and definitely not coal which should be
banned
These are great but shouldn't be considered as replacements for the major structural
changes we need to be making - focussing on things like switching off lights make sense and
makes you feel good but a quick glance at the electricity metre will show it has negligible
impact compared with the power needed to cook your dinner!
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

not replacing clothes until they are worn out
REFUSE is the first option. Step away from insane consumerism in the first place
Bottled water is essential on Off-island
Using refill and zero waste suppliers for food and household items. An island business
opportunity there?
The danger is to focus on little items at the expense of big ones. How we travel, heat our
homes, eat and buy stuff are the main sources of emissions. The big items are the ones that
make the difference and the urgent change needed
Vote for a new Government, that takes climate change seriously !
Encouraging more island produce
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Objective 10 – How we will engage regionally and nationally
41. We will work with our regional and national policy makers to support our carbon
ambitions

42. Responses included
• Our prevailing wind direction has changed, and our coasts are eroding at the fastest rate
ever seen, stop forcing us to sell social housing and support us to increase our
renewables and insulate our homes.
• The Duchy of Cornwall need to start taking responsibility and put in support instead of
words.
• We have wasted enough time, energy and money on doing nothing except employing
people to waste more time, energy and money on talking about making changes we
should have made.
• Don’t cover green areas in renewable sources, cover existing buildings and brown field
site.
• Show them the impact of climate change
• Attention to hypocrisy of HELICOPTERS and planes flying in and out all day for so called
TOURISTS
• Make sure new boats are made an ECO Friendly alternative!!
• Do not let money grabbing developers and transport providers RUIN our Islands
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•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Yes, loans from local authorities for people to switch to electric vehicles. Even if the
loans were only offered to council staff at first, that's a lot of people.
Local government can borrow at good rates, and electric vehicles are very expensive,
people don't want to 'borrow' an electric vehicle, they want to own an asset of their
own, you need to accept that you won't change that.
We need more support during the summer season to deal with the influx of tourists and
all the additional pressures they put on our fragile infrastructure (water shortages,
additional food waste, packaging etc) in whatever form that can take - monetary or
legislation (banning plastics being brought on the islands etc). Funding for rainwater
harvesting and more desalination plants on off-islands?
Please act now to create legislation that serves and protects us
Measures that can make a difference need to be accessible to all communities
regardless of their geographical location and additional shipping costs, difficulties. For
example, carriage/ installation subsidies for remote communities.
National policy on recycling…. So that visitors who come to Scilly play by the same rules
& are able to apply them to their waste when visiting
Absolute disappointment and disbelief about the gulf between what unequivocally must
be done to save our skins, and what is being done. COP26 has entirely failed to make
anything like the commitments and actions we need as assessed by every reliable and
qualified assessment. The changes must be structural and central government has to be
the driver for this - they are wasting our last chance. Here, in the south-west corner of
the UK at the mercy of storms and seas, we will be at the sharp end of the changes
which are already baked in, let alone those they are failing to avert through their
inaction and laisse faire attitude to the urgent, critical changes we need.
Potential severity of impact on Scilly compared to majority of mainland areas.
Carbon footprint should be stated on every journey booked on public transport
Instead of retro fixing by continuing to develop but trying to do so 'sustainably' we have
to accept that we can no longer live-in harmony with nature by building, growing
economies, and encouraging consumerism including encouraging the purchase of more
new technology due to constant freely available grant funding initiatives. We need to
improve what’s here, yes, but the truth is that first and foremost we all now have to rein
back on almost every aspect of our lives.
Not All solutions will work in All Cases. Scilly is exceptional and needs Exceptional Care
and Consideration.
We do want improved resilience, so help to offset our Unique Freight costs on Materials,
Equipment and Specialists. Scilly has been held back by Crown Immunity for decades;
now Water is very slowly being brought up to Mainland standards. It will be another
5years before OFF-Islands come close to "Main’s water." Likewise Housing stock is
generally in very poor condition, especially regarding thermal Efficiency because of their
traditional construction.
There is reference made to electric vehicles. There are more boats than cars /
motorbikes on the islands.
There needs to be more engagement to reduce marine pollution.
Make supermarkets use recyclable packaging and reduce single use plastic. Don’t offer
plastic wrapped vegetables in plastic film that can’t go in recycling. Removes the need to
recycle if the goods are not plastic wrapped in first place !
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Reinstate grants for solar panels. Accelerate development of nuclear power and
hydrogen fuels. Meaningfully invest in the development of Space-Based solar power.
I’m not sure the government can walk the tightrope between continual economic
growth and reducing climate change. There needs to be a more grown-up conversation
about what is a realistic target for industry and consumers. I think that without actual
concrete targets that this is doomed to be inconsequential, people don’t want to give up
their foreign holidays, they are now flying to London, etc etc. I’m not that hopeful about
any of this really
Make it clear to Government that we are on the edge here in every way and need
support to ensure people can continue to live and work in Scilly for generations to come.
Climate change will affect every aspect of life here and could start to cause a decline in
many ways which would begin to make it an unstainable place to live and make a living
in - expect we are already starting to see this in some cases and the pressures will get
worse here.
Just as there was with finding the solution to longitude why not set up a competition to
find a solution to plastic...turn it back to its original components or completely 'dissolve'
it...and some way to collect all the waste in the sea and dispose of it.
Impress on them how fragile our environment is - as are all low-lying environments. I
just wish they would wake up and stop supporting carbon energy and go whole
heartedly into green.
There needs to be support for the changes people are prepared to make, through
legislation, subsidy, grants, information and policy.
I appreciate that some aspects of recycling on Scilly may be made more difficult due to
the cost and mileage of transporting it to the mainland. I think this is something that the
national policy makers need to be made acutely aware of, and for them to help and
support this aspect of recycling as much as possible.
The biggest problem is not really everyday people directly the biggest problem is the
huge factories and manufacturing processes which are damaging our environment by
crazy amounts annually. Compared to this any changes we actually make are but a tiny
winsy drop in the vast ocean of this immense issue. The Government are aware of the
real problem but as always they like to make the public feel guilty and take the
awareness away from the real issues. Also, sad to say but things like Cruise liners
dumping their untreated fuel into our seas and puffing out all their fumes just so people
can spend a few days ( not sure why can't personally think of anything worse) but I guess
it's a way for some people to believe they relax and get a break..... our world is in a mess
because the people at the top are not interested in looking out for our planet they just
want the money and power which is why we're still in this huge predicament
generations after it was first announced this would happen if we didn't change our ways.
Still, no one wants to take responsibility and it's always someone else's fault. I'll be quiet
now. Hope you all do really well with everything you're trying to achieve there.
Ensure they fully understand how unique and vulnerable the Isles of Scilly are
Give us money to help reduce emissions and adapt. Incentivise low carbon policies for
local government Stop investing in anything that doesn't have a clear and achievable
zero carbon target by 2030
Central government no particular use under the current regime
ACT NOW BEFORE ITS TOO LATE !
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look, it’s obvious we are going to lose the town and quays and our fresh water supply,
most of the town low down is second homes. So, make sure any new builds are on
higher ground. Ensure adequate parking. Build things in keeping, e.g., cottages or
something with garages underneath. Protect vulnerable areas NOW
Particularly in Scilly you need to consider and mitigate against the effects of sea level
rise and increased storminess on archaeological sites and the historic environment.
Support for householders to have Smart Meters installed. Only EDF has capacity here I
think
Needs survey of needs and on-island capacity.
Pick up on inefficient/potentially unsafe appliances which when combined with old
wiring in many houses a safety concern. Come a long way in last few years.
Assisted scrappage scheme for SORN vehicles; financial assistance to make golf buggies
road-legal so can be used on island.
Encourage qualified EV mechanics on island.
Emissions testing for island vehicles, even without MOT requirements.
Islands promoted for various reasons that having a perceived high proportion of ‘MOT
fails and inefficient short journeys not compatible with.
Introduce MOTs.
Electric bus on St Mary’s e.g., like Tresco for bringing people in to work and back again;
space for shopping to reduce need to drive into town. But not competing with
Community Bus.
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Summary of Five Islands Academy Primary Consultation
1. Do you know what Climate Change is?

4

22

Yes

No

2. What do you think Climate Change is?
“Climate change is something that is really bad and can kill animals and that is why we all need
to help to stop it”
“It is when we aren’t looking after the world properly so the world is warming and when it gets
too warm we will die”
“When people use too many fossil fuels and the gases cant get out of our atmosphere so the
planet gets warmer, the ice melts and the sea level rises”
“Something over a long period of time”
“When cold places like the North Pole get warmer”
“It is when the world gets warmer because of power plants and cow farts and other things”
“Climate change is weather changing over the years”
“Climate change is when the weather changes most unexpectedly”
“Climate Change is where the sunlight is heating the earth because the sunlight can’t escape”
“Climate change is something that lets out gasses into the world”
“It is where animals and plants live, but we are destroying their environment and building bigger
cities that release carbon dioxide and destroy all the habitats, the animals will have nowhere to
go”
“The sea level is rising because it is getting hotter and ice caps are melting, so the water level is
rising”
“It is global changing of the climate”
“The climate is the world being bullied by plastic”
“It is a global change of the earths atmosphere caused by gases and loss of trees”
“When the greenhouse gases stop the suns heat from leaving”
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“Climate change is when earth is getting hotter and hotter and when the sea is rising”

3. How big a problem do you think Climate change is?

5
1
0
3
17

Very big

Quite big

Quite small

Very small

Don’t know

4. How do you usually travel to school?
2

5

4
15

Walk

Car

Bike

Scoot

5. What can you do to help reverse climate change?

“Planting plants or turning off lights when you leave the room”
“Not using as much paper”
“Turn the i-pads off”
“Keeping the blinds up instead of using the lights”
“Turn the TV off”
“Use more solar panels”
“Keep all the lights turned off”
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“Putting lights on our i-pads on the low settings”
“Come to school on your bike”
“Use less electricity”
“Planting more trees and flowers”
“When no one is in the room, turn the lights off”
“Solar panels on the roof”
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